Abstract. We prove asymptotics for the proportion of fibres with a rational point in a conic bundle fibration. The basis of the fibration is a general hypersurface of low degree.
Introduction
Serre's problem [19] regards the density of elements in a family of varieties defined over Q that have a Q-rational point. Special cases have been considered by Hooley [8, 9] Poonen-Voloch [15] , Sofos [20] , Browning-Loughran [3] , and Loughran-Takloo-BighashTanimoto [13] . The recent investigation of Loughran [10] and Loughran-Smeets [11] provides an appropriate formulation of the problem and proves the conjectured upper bound in considerable generality.
Assume that X is a variety over Q equipped with a dominant morphism φ : X Ñ P n . Letting H denote the usual Weil height on P n pQq, they conjectured [11, Conj.1.6] that, under suitable assumptions on φ, then for all large enough positive t, the cardinality of points b P P n pQq with height Hpbq ď t and such that the fibre φ´1pbq has a point in R and Q p for every prime p, has order of magnitude #tb P P n pQq : Hpbq ď tu plog tq ∆pφq , for a non-negative quantity ∆pφq that is defined in [11, Eq.(1.3) ].
The cardinality of fibres of height t and possessing a Q-rational point is bounded by the quantity they considered, while, the two quantities coincide if every fibre satisfies the Hasse principle. The problem of obtaining the conjectured lower bound for the number of fibres of bounded height with a Q-rational point when φ is general is considered rather hard because there is no general machinery for producing Q-rational points on varieties. There are only two instances in the literature of the subject where asymptotics have been proved unconditionally: ‚ the basis of the fibration is a toric variety (Loughran [10] ), ‚ the basis of the fibration is a wonderful compactification of an adjoint semi-simple algebraic group (Loughran-Takloo-Bighash-Tanimoto [13] ).
Our aim in this paper is to extend the list above by proving asymptotics in a case of a rather different nature. The basis of the fibration of our main theorem will be a generic hypersurface of dimension large compared to its degree.
1.1. The set-up of our results. Let f 1 and f 2 be integer forms in Zrt 0 , . . . , t n´1 s, where n is a positive integer and the degree of f 1 is even. We define X : x 2 0`x 2 1 " f 1 pb 0 , . . . , b n´1 qx 2 2 , f 2 pb 0 , . . . , b n´1 q " 0, and the hypersurface B Ă P n´1 , given by B : f 2 pb 0 , . . . , b n´1 q " 0.
The variety X may be glued from affine pieces in a manner completely analogous to the case of Châtelet surfaces. If we were interested in counting Q-rational points on X then it would be necessary to make a further study into the equations defining a projective embedding of X (as in [4, §2] ), currently however, we are only interested in counting how many fibres of the conic bundle have a Q-rational point. A conic bundle is a dominant morphism whose generic fibre is a smooth conic. In this paper we consider the conic bundle φ : X Ñ B (1.1) defined through φpx, bq :" b. We shall estimate asymptotically the probability with which the fibre φ´1pbq has a Q-point as b ranges over BpQq. For this, we define NpB, φ, tq :" # b P BpQq : Hpbq ď t, b P φpBpQqq
where H is the usual naive Weil height on P n pQq. To shorten the exposition we shall make some simplifying assumptions on f 1 and f 2 , however, with more work along the lines of the present paper, they can all be removed apart from the assumption that degpf 1 q is even and (1.4). First, we assume that degpf 1 q " degpf 2 q P 2Z ą0 and the variety f 1 " f 2 " 0 is a complete intersection. (1.2) We shall use the notation d :" degpf 1 q throughout the paper. Second, we assume that both f 1 and f 2 have no singularities over C, (1.3) which is satisfied for generic f 1 and f 2 of fixed degree and in a fixed number of variables. The next condition is artificial in nature but its presence allows to adapt the arguments of Birch [1] to our problem. Letting σpf 1 , f 2 q denote the dimension of the variety given by rankˆB f i Bx j˙1 where the implied constant depends at most on φ.
If φ has a smooth fibre with a Q-point then c φ ą 0. This will be shown in Theorem 5.23, where we shall also provide an interpretation for the leading constant c φ . The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be given in §4.3. Theorem 1.1 settles the first case in the literature of an asymptotic for the natural extension of Serre's problem to fibrations over a base that does not have the structure of a toric variety nor a wonderful compactification of an adjoint semi-simple algebraic group. Such an extension was studied for fibrations that have a basis other than the projective space in the recent work of Browning and Loughran [3, §1.2.2] . In light of the work of Birch [1] , assumptions (1.3) and (1.4) imply that
Therefore, a very special case of [3, Th.1.4] proves that lim tÑ`8 NpB, φ, tq{t n´d " 0, whereas Theorem 1.1 provides asymptotics.
The requirements degpf 1 q " degpf 2 q and that the variety f 1 " f 2 " 0 is a complete intersection contained in the assumption (1.2) of Theorem 1.1 can be removed by adapting some of the arguments in the work of Browning and Heath-Brown [2] . An inspection of our work reveals that assumption (1.3) can be removed at the cost of making the statement Theorem 1.1 more involved. Lastly, we should note that our approach can be adapted to varieties of the form pN K{Q pxq " f 1 pbq, f 2 pbq " 0q, where K is a number field extension of Q and N K{Q pxq is the analogous norm form. For this, one would have to replace Proposition 3.3 by a version of the results of Odoni [12] , where instead of counting integers represented by the norm of K, one counts integers in an arbitrary arithmetic progression and represented by the norm of K. It would be interesting to obtain asymptotics in cases where K fails the Hasse norm principle. A further desirable goal could be that of obtaining asymptotics in cases where the basis of the fibration fails weak approximation.
1.2. The logarithmic exponent. The power of log t occurring in our result is the one expected in the literature. Indeed, in the works of Loughran and Smeets [11, Eq.(1.4)], and Browning and Loughran [3, Eq.(1. 3)], one may find the expected power ∆pφq defined as follows. For any b P B with residue field κpbq, the fibre X b " φ´1pbq is called pseudosplit if every element of Galpκpbq{κpbqq fixes some multiplicity one irreducible component of X bˆS pecpκpbqq. The fibre X b is called split if it contains a multiplicity one irreducible component that is also geometrically irreducible. Note that for conic bundles these two notions are the same. Now for every codimension one point D P B p1q choose a finite group Γ D over which the action of GalpκpDq{κpDqq on the irreducible components of X D factors. Let ΓD be the subset of Γ D which fix some multiplicity one irreducible component. One sets δ D " #ΓD{#Γ D and ∆pφq " ÿ
It is clear that for a conic bundle, δ D is different from 1 if and only if D is non-split. In all the cases in the literature so far the power of plog tq´1 turns out to be this symbol ∆. Indeed, this is also the case here. The only relevant codimension one point to consider is D :" Zpf 1 , f 2 q; every other fibre is smooth and hence split. Suppose that D is geometrically reducible, then the intersection between any two geometrically irreducible components lies in the singular locus. This singular locus has dimension σpf 1 , f 2 q, so its codimension in P n´1 equals n´1´σpf 1 , f 2 q. On the other hand, being the intersection between varieties in projective space of codimension at most 2, its codimension is at most 4. Hence we are led to an inequality 4`1 ě n´σpf 1 , f 2 q, which violates assumption (1.4) as d ě 2. We conclude that D is geometrically irreducible. The fibre above D is given by x 2`y2 " 0 over the function field κpDq and it is split if and only if´1 is a square in κpDq. However, it is well-known that the function field of a geometrically irreducible variety is primary: it contains no non-trivial separable algebraic extensions of the base field. Since´1 is not a square in Q, neither is it in κpDq. Therefore, under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 we conclude that ∆pφq " δ D " 1 2
.
Notation and auxiliary estimates. The symbol N will denote the set of strictly positive integers. As usual, we denote the divisor, Euler and Möbius function by τ , ϕ and µ. We shall make frequent use of the estimates τ pmq ! m We consider the forms f 1 and f 2 constant throughout our paper, thus the implied constants in the Vinogradov/Landau notation !, Op¨q are allowed to depend on φ, f 1 , f 2 , n and d without further mention. Any dependence of the implied constants on other parameters will be explicitly recorded by the appropriate use of a subscript. For z P C we let epzq :" expp2πizq.
The symbol v p pmq will refer to the standard p-adic valuation of an integer m. Lastly, we shall use the Ramanujan sum, defined for a P Z and q P N as
Denoting the indicator function of a set A by 1 A , we have the following equality,
Lastly, we shall make frequent use of the constant
(1.9)
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2. Using the Hardy-Littlewood circle method for Serre's problem
We begin by estimating the main quantity in Theorem 1.1 by averages of an arithmetic function over a thin subset of integer vectors. Let us first define ϑ Q : Z Ñ t0, 1u as the indicator function of those integers m such that the curve x 2 0`x 2 1 " mx 2 2 has a point over Q. For P P R ą0 we let Θ Q pP q :" ÿ xPZ n XP r´1,1s n f 1 pxq‰0,f 2 pxq"0 ϑ Q pf 1 pxqq.
In order to go from Q-solutions to coprime Z-solutions, we perform a standard Möbius transformation, where we cut off the range of summation at the price of an error term. This is the content of the following lemma. Proof. For any b P P n pQq there exists a unique, up to sign, y P Z n with gcdpy 0 , . . . , y n´1 q " 1 and b " r˘ys. Recalling that by (1.2) the degree of f 1 is even, allows to infer that the fibre φ´1pbq has a rational point if and only if ϑ Q pf 1 pyqq " 1, hence NpB, φ, tq " 1 2 #ty P Z n X tr´1, 1s n : gcdpy 0 , . . . , y n´1 q " 1, f 2 pyq " 0, ϑ Q pf 1 pyqq " 1u.
If f 1 pyq " 0 then ϑ Q pf 1 pyqq " 1 (since p0 : 0 : 1q is a point in φ´1prysq) and, therefore, the quantity above is 1 2 ÿ yPZ n Xtr´1,1s n gcdpy 0 ,...,y n´1 q"1 f 2 pyq"0,f 1 pyq‰0 ϑ Q pf 1 pyqq`Op#ty P Z n X r´t, ts n : f 1 pyq " f 2 pyq " 0uq.
The assumption (1.4) allows to apply [1, Th.1,pg.260] with R " 2 to immediately obtain
Thus we obtain equality with 1 2 ÿ yPZ n Xtr´1,1s n gcdpy 0 ,...,y n´1 q"1 f 1 pyq‰0,f 2 pyq"0
Using Möbius inversion and letting y " lx we see that the sum over y equals ÿ yPZ n Xtr´1,1s n f 1 pyq‰0,f 2 pyq"0 
which shows that the collective contribution from large l išˇˇÿ lPNXplog t,ts
where we used that n´d ě 2 holds due to (1.4).
For m ă 0 the curve
has no R-point, and therefore no Q-point, hence ϑ Q pmq " 0. Thus, denoting maxtf 1 pr´1, 1s n qu :" maxtf 1 ptq : t P r´1, 1s n u, it is evident that we have the equality
Writing dα for dα 1 dα 2 and using the identity
shows the validity of
where one uses the notation
One has the obvious bound E Q pα 1 q ! P d from the triangle inequality. Recall the notation [1, pg.251,Eq.(4)- (7)], that we repeat here for the convenience of the reader. For each a 1 , a 2 , q, the interval M pa 1 ,a 2 q,q pθq consists of those α P r0, 1s 2 satisfying
for all i " 1, 2. For each 0 ă θ ď 1 denote
where the second union is over those a 1 , a 2 satisfying both gcdpa 1 , a 2 ," 1 and 0 ď a i ă q for all i " 1, 2.
In our case the number of equations, denoted by R in [1] , satisfies R " 2. For small positive θ 0 and δ as in [1, 
hence, applying the result of [1, Lem.4.4] on the first factor, and using the trivial bound E Q pα 1 q ! P d leads to the following bound on the integral away M pθ 0 q:
By (2.1) this shows
Consistently modifying the setup, the following lemma is analogous to [1, Lem.4.5] and its proof is the same, using the notation introduced above. 
By using E Q pαq ! P d once more we infer that the sum over q in the error term above is
hence we have proved the following lemma. 
but this is not sufficient for us, since we will need a similar result restricted to those m in an arithmetic progression. Observe that the following holds due to periodicity,
The work of Rieger [16, Satz 1] could now be invoked to study the sum over m " ℓ pmodwhen gcdpℓ," 1. One could attempt to use this to get asymptotic formulas for the cases with gcdpℓ,ą 1, however, we found it more straightforward to work instead with the function ̟ in place of ϑ Q . This function ̟ : Z ą0 Ñ t0, 1u is defined as
It is obvious that for all m, k P Z ą0 we have
while a similar property does not hold for ϑ Q (to see this take m " k " p, where p is any prime which is 3 pmod 4q). This is the reason for choosing to work with ̟ rather than ϑ Q .
Our next lemma shows how one can replace ϑ Q by ̟, while simultaneously restricting the summation at the price of an error term.
with an absolute implied constant.
Proof. It is easy to see that for positive m one has ϑ Q pmq " 1 if and only if m " 2 t k 2 r for t P Z ě0 , k a positive integer all of whose primes are 3 pmod 4q and r is such that ̟prq " 1. This shows that the sum over m is
The contribution of the pairs pk, tq with 2 t k 2 ą u is at most
Noting that epa 1 2 t k 2 r{qq as a function of r is periodic modulo q allows to partition all r in congruences ℓ P Z{qZ, thus concluding the proof.
The terms in the sum involving ̟ in Lemma 3.1 are in an arithmetic progression that is not necessarily primitive. We next show that we can reduce the evaluation of these sums to similar expressions where the summation is over an arithmetic progression that is primitive. The property (3.3) will be necessary for this. Lemma 3.2. Let t P Z ě0 , q P Z ą0 , ℓ P Z X r0,and k P Z ą0 such that every prime divisor of k is 3 pmod 4q. For y P R ą0 consider the sum ÿ rPZ ą0 Xr1,ys 2 t k 2 r"ℓpmod̟prq.
The sum vanishes if gcdp2
t k 2 ,∤ ℓ, and it otherwise equals ̟´g cdpℓ,gcdp2 t k 2 , qq¯ÿ sPZ ą0 Xr1,y gcdp2 t k 2 ,qq gcdpℓ,qq´1s
Proof. If gcdp2 t k 2 ,∤ ℓ then the congruence 2 t k 2 r " ℓ pmoddoes not have a solution r, in which case the sum over r vanishes. If it holds then we see that the congruence for r can be written equivalently as
Note that any solution r of this must necessarily satisfy
and the fact of gcd´g cdpℓ,gcdp2 t k 2 ,,
shows that r must be divisible by gcdpℓ,gcdp2 t k 2 , qq´1. Therefore there exists an s P Z ą0 with r " gcdpℓ,gcdp2 t k 2 ,s and substituting this into the sum over r in our lemma concludes the proof because ̟prq " ̟´g cdpℓ,gcdp2 t k 2 , qq¯̟ psq holds due to the complete multiplicativity seen in (3.3).
We are now in a position to apply [7, Th.14.7] , which is a result on the distribution of the function ̟ along primitive arithmetic progressions and which we include as a proposition for the convenience of the reader. We first introduce the following notation for Q P Z ą0 ,
Th.14.7). Assume that Q is a positive integer that is a multiple of 4, that a is an integer satisfying gcdpa, Qq " 1, a " 1 pmod 4q and let x be any real number with z ě Q. Then
where the implied constant is absolute.
Remark 3.4. This result was proved using the semi-linear Rosser-Iwaniec sieve. We should remark that there is a typo in the reference, namely [7, Eq.(14.22) ] should instead read
and as a result, [7, Eq.(14. 39)] must be replaced by the asymptotic in Proposition 3.3. After fixing this typo, one can show, as in the proof of [7, Eq.(14.24) ], that for D ě 2, we have
There is a further typo in [7, Eq.(14. 26)], namely, c ? 2 should be replaced by 2 1{2 C 0 {4.
We will now proceed to the application of Proposition 3.3. For q P Z ą0 , a 1 P Z X r0,define
where ℓ in the summation satisfies
The result of the following lemma aims to separate out the dependence on x from the apparent pandemonium that is hidden in Fpa 1 , qq.
Lemma 3.5. For x P R ě1 , A P R ą0 , q P Z ą0 , a 1 P Z X r0,with q ď plog xq A we have
where the implied constant depends at most on A.
Proof. Combining Lemma 3.1 with u " plog xq 100 and Lemma 3.2 shows that, up to an error term which is ! xplog xq´5 0 , the sum over m in our lemma equals ÿ pk,tqPZ ą0ˆZě0 2 t k 2 ďplog xq 100 p|kñp"3pmod 4q
We note that ̟psq vanishes unless s " 1 pmod 4q. This means that we can add the condition s " 1 pmod 4q in the last sum over s, thus resulting with the double congruence
By the Chinese remainder theorem this has a solution if and only if (3.6) is satisfied. Assuming that this happens, the solution is unique modulo
hence by Proposition 3.3 we get that the sum over m in our lemma equals owing to (1.6), which gives : Q{ϕp : Qq ! log log : Q ď log log Q. Note that we have made use of logpx2´tk´2 gcdp2 t k 2 ,gcdpℓ, qq´1q " log x`O A plog log xq, (3.8)
which follows from x plog xq 100`A ď
The bound : Q ď Q ď 4q shows that the sum over t, k in (3.7) is !plog log qqplog qq
which is satisfactory. To conclude the proof, it remains to show that the quantity MT gives rise to the main term as stated in our lemma. By (3.8) we see that
Qq and R is a quantity that satisfies
To complete the summation over t, k in M 1 we use the bound ÿ pk,tqPZ ą0ˆZě0 2 t k 2 ąplog xq 100
We note that one immediate corollary of the last lemma is the bound
with an absolute implied constant. Indeed, this can be shown by taking A " 1{100 in Lemma 3.5, dividing throughout by x{ ? log x in the asymptotic it provides and alluding to (3.2) to obtain
As announced at the beginning of this section, studying E Q´a 1 q`β 1¯i s first done in the case β 1 " 0 as above. The following lemma shows that this is sufficient, up to introducing an extra factor. Lemma 3.6. For Γ 1 P R, A P R ą0 , q P Z ą0 , a 1 P Z X r0,with q ď plog P q A we have
with an implied constant depending at most on A.
Proof. To ease the notation we temporarily put c :" Using this for x " 1 2 mintf 1 pr´1, 1s n quP d and putting β " Γ 1 P´d concludes the proof.
Proof of the asymptotic
We are ready to prove the asymptotic in Theorem 1.1. We shall do so with different leading constants than those given in Theorem 1.1; showing equality of the constants is delayed until §5.
4.1.
Restricting the range in the major arcs. The first reasonable step for the proof of the asymptotics would be to inject Lemma 3.6 into Lemma 2.3. However, this would give poor results because the error term in Lemma 3.6 is only powerful when Γ 1 is close to zero and q is small in comparison to P . For this reason we restrict the sum over q and the integration over β in Lemma 2.3. For its proof we shall need certain bounds. First, by (3.2), one has
Next, letting K :" pn´σpf 1 , f 2 qq2´d`1, we use [1, Lem.5.2, Lem.5.4] to obtain the following bounds for every ε ą 0, Γ P R 2 and a P Z 2 , q P N, IpΓq ! ε mint1, |Γ|´K {p2pd´1qq`ε u and S a,q ! ε q n´K{p2pd´1qq`ε .
By our assumption (1.4) we have
and, furthermore, that for all 0 ă λ ă 2´dpd´1q´1 we have
Lemma 4.1. Keep the assumptions of Lemma 2.2 and let Q 1 , Q 2 P R ě1 with Q 1 , Q 2 ď P η . Then for any λ satisfying
we have
Proof. Using the change of variables
and combining (4.1) with (4.2) shows that
This shows that the sum over q ď P η in the statement of our lemma equals
up to a term that is
where (4.3) has been utilised. Note that the bound ş R 2 |IpΓq|dΓ ă 8 is a consequence of (4.2). Using this with (4.1) shows that
where we have alluded to (4.3) . This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
.
Then for all sufficiently large P the quantity Θ Q pP qP´n`d equals
Proof. The proof follows immediately by using Lemma 4.1 with Q i " plog P q A i and Lemma 2.3 with some fixed η and θ 0 satisfying [1, pg.251,Eq.(10)-(11)] and η ă 1{7.
4.2.
Injecting the sieve estimates into the restricted major arcs. We are now in position to inject Lemma 3.6 into Lemma 4.2. It will be convenient to start by studying the archimedean density. Recall (2.3) and define for all P with 2 ď maxtf 1 pr´1, 1s n quP d ,
The assumptions of Theorem 1.1 ensure that the integral converges absolutely, since by (4.2) we have
Lemma 4.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 we have
Proof. Observe that the change of variables µ " P´dt in (4.4) shows that
It is easy to verify that p1`xq´1 {2 " 1`Opxq for |x| ă 1, hence for µ and P in the range 0 ă µ ă P d we havè
Using 5) and note that the integral converges absolutely owing to (1.3), (1.4) and [1, Lem.5.2] with R " 1. The arguments in [1, §6] show that if the set tt P r´1, 1s n : f 1 ptq ě 0u contains a non-singular real point of f 2 " 0 then J ą 0. In the situation of Theorem 1.1 this condition holds, because its assumptions include that BpQq ‰ ∅ and that f 2 is non-singular. for example by considering the difference between the right-hand side of this equality and each individual member of the limit on the left-hand side. Then one shows that this difference is op1q, by splitting the integral over Γ 1 up into the ranges 0 ă |Γ 1 | ă log m and log m ă |Γ 1 | and showing that the two resulting integrals are both op1q. One will need (4.2) for this. A similar argument may be found in [5, Lem.4.3] . Recalling (2.3) and using the following formula with x " f 1 ptq´µ,
that can be established by Fourier's inversion formula, allows us to rewrite the integral inside the limit as ż tPr´1,1s n :f 1 ptq‰0 f 1 ptq‰maxtf 1 pr´1,1s n qu˜ż 0 ϕ m pf 1 ptq´µqdµ¸˜ż
Note that we used (2.3) with r´1, 1s n replaced by the range of integration for t in the expression above; this is clearly allowable as it only removes a set of measure zero from the integration in (2.3). It is now easy to see that the limit 
Lemma 4.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 we have for all P ě 2,
Proof. Combining Lemmas 3.6 and 4.2 shows that Θ Q pP q
where
and R 3 is a quantity that satisfies
We can easily see that
By (4.2) and (4.3) the sum over q is convergent, and so is the integral over Γ, therefore
Using (4.2) we infer that
Furthermore, by (4.7) we deduce
By Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 we have J φ pP q ! plog P q´1 {2 , thus injecting (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) into (4.8) provides us with 
which concludes our proof.
Interpretation of the leading constant
The circle method and the half-dimensional sieve allowed us to obtain a proof of the asymptotic in a technical, yet straightforward manner. However, this came at a cost because the leading constant c φ in (4.12) is complicated. In this section we shall give an interpretation of c φ via certain p-adic densities; this will not be straightforward.
In §5.1 we shall write L φ as an Euler product over all primes, with each factor involving complete exponential sums. Next, in §5.2 we shall show that for primes p " 3 pmod 4q these factors are connected to a particular kind of p-adic density. An analogous result will be proved in §5.3 for the prime 2. Finally, putting all partial results of §5 together, we shall provide in §5.4 an interpretation of the leading constant in Theorem 1.1, see Theorem 5.23.
Factorising
Lemma 5.1. For every integer q ě 3 we have ÿ pk,tqPNˆZ ě0 p|kñp"3pmod 4q
Proof. By multiplicativity the sum in the lemma equals
The sum over t is easily seen to be 2`v 2 pqq, while the sum over i equals
This is at most p1`v p pqqqp1`1 p 2´1 q, hence we obtain the following bound for the sum in the lemma,
where τ is the divisor function. Using (1.5) concludes the proof.
For q P N, a 1 P Z X r0,and pk, tq P NˆZ ě0 we define 
Proof. The lemma follows immediately by combining (3.5) with (4.6) and inverting the order of summation, provided that one proves
To bound T a 1 ,q p2 t , kq observe that every prime p in the product in (5.1) must necessarily divide q, hence the product is at most
where we used (1.6). Recalling that ̟pmq P t0, 1u for all m and using the obvious bound lcmp4, bq ě b, valid for all b P N, we obtain the following bound with an absolute implied constant, T a 1 ,q p2 t , kq ! ÿ ℓPZXr0,qq 1 q log log q " log log q.
Using this with Lemma 5.1 and (4.3) concludes the proof.
In Lemmas 5.3-5.6 we show that for fixed a 1 , t and k, the expression T a 1 ,q p2 t , kq can be analysed according to the prime factorisation of q. Before stating the lemmas we need to introduce the following notation. Recall the notation (3.4) and for t, a P Z ě0 , q P N define We now use the fact that replacing ℓ by ℓ`2 v 2 pqq 9 q : q leaves the last sum invariant. The Chinese remainder theorem allows to write uniquely ℓ " ℓ 1 9
q : q`ℓ 2 2 v 2 pqq : q`ℓ 3 2 v 2 pqq 9 q`mod 2 v 2 pqq 9 q: q˘, for some ℓ 1 P Z X r0, 2 v 2 p, ℓ 2 P Z X r0, 9and ℓ 3 P Z X r0, : qq. Note that we have made use of the congruences k 2 , 9 q, gcdpℓ 2 , 9" 1 pmod 4q, that hold because k is odd and each prime divisor of 9 q is 1 pmod 4q. Furthermore, the presence of the ̟p¨q term means that we must have gcdpℓ 1 , 2 v 2 p" 2 mintt,v 2 pqqu and gcdpℓ 3 , :" gcdpk 2 , : qq.
Put together, these two facts show that
thus concluding the proof.
Essentially the last lemma breaks up the information of the prime 2, carried by the factor involving K a,q p2 t q, and the information on the primes p " 3 pmod 4q, carried by the factor involving W a,: q pkq. The last factor with values in t0, 1u sieves out possible values of a for any given q and arises from a Ramanujan sum in the last line of the proof.
Lemma 5.4. For fixed k P N, a P Z the function W a,q pkq is multiplicative with respect to q.
Proof. For q 1 , q 2 positive coprime integers we note that the elements ℓ P Z{q 1 q 2 Z can be written uniquely as ℓ 1 q 2`ℓ2 q 1 , where ℓ 1 P Z{q 1 Z, ℓ 2 P Z{q 2 Z. Using this allows to show easily that W a,q 1 q 2 pkq " W a,q 1 pkqW a,q 2 pkq. Lemma 5.5. For fixed a, m P Z ě0 , k P N, and any prime p define j :" m´2v p pkq. Then we have
Proof. If 2v p pkq ě m then only the term ℓ " 0 contributes towards W a,p m pkq, in which case the sum equals 1. If 0 ď 2v p pkq ă m then every ℓ in (5.4) must be of the form ℓ " xp 2vppkq , where x P Z X r0, p j q and p ∤ x, which concludes the proof.
Define for a, ̺, t P Z ě0 the function
Lemma 5.6. For q P N let q 0 be any integer such that q 0 " : q`mod 2 mint2,v 2 pqqu˘. Then for all a, t P Z ě0 and q P N we have
If v 2 pqq´t " 1 then this becomes epa{2q, while, if v 2 pqq´t " 2 then this is equal to ep´a: q{4q.
In the remaining cases we have v 2 pqq´t ą 2, hence
which vanishes if 2 v 2 pqq´t´2 ∤ a and otherwise equals ep´a: q{2
For each a and q having separated out the contributions to T a,q p2 t , kq, we now do the same for their sums (weighted by S a,q ) over all possible values of a for given q.
Lemma 5.7. For all k, q P N with k " : k and all t P Z ě0 we have
Proof. By the Chinese remainder theorem we can write uniquely every a i P Z{qZ as
It is easy to check that whenever q 1 , q 2 are coprime positive integers and a P Z 2 then
, from which we see that if q 1 , q 2 , q 3 are any positive integers that are coprime in pairs then
Applying this for q 1 " 2 v 2 pqq , q 2 " 9 q, q 3 " : q and a " a 1 9 q : q`a 2 2 v 2 pqq : q`a 3 2 v 2 pqq 9 q, we obtain
q " S p 9
q :
q S p2 v 2 pqq 9d a 3 ,: q , where we used the fact that for fixed r P N the sum S b,r only depends on b pmod rq. By Lemma 5.3 one can see that T a 1
q p2 t , kq equals
To simplify L 2 we make the invertible change of variables b " p2 v 2 pqq :
Similarly, for L 3 , we make the change of variables b " p2 v 2 pqq 9d`1 a 3 pmod :and use (5.5) to show that
Finally, put b " p 9 q:d a 1`m od 2 v 2 pqq˘a nd find y P Z with y 9 q: q " 1`mod 2 v 2 pqq˘. Observing that 9 q : qa
q p2 t q. Note that d is even and y is odd, hence the proof is concluded by using Lemma 5.6 with q 0 :" y d´1 , because y d´1 " y " p 9 q : qq´1 " : q`mod 2 mint2,v 2 pqqu˘.
We will continue our journey in splitting into factors coming from different primes with L φ pk, tq. We will first need some notation.
For t P Z ě0 and k P N with :
and Υ 2 ptq :" 1 4
For a prime p define
and let us now see why the limit exists. Our assumptions (1.3) and (1.4) ensure that the work of Birch [1] applies to the hypersurface f 2 " 0. In particular, the constant K " Kpf 2 q, defined in [1, Eq. (8) (valid for all fixed ε ą 0), shows that, when (1.4) is used in the form n ě 1`3pd´1q2 d and ε " pd´1q´12´d`1, the last series over m converges absolutely and therefore the limit in (5.9) exists. In addition,
Lemma 5.8. Keep the assumptions of Theorem 1.1. Then for all t P Z ě0 and k P N with : k " k the sums in (5.7) and (5.8) both converge absolutely. We furthermore have
Proof. The assumptions of Theorem 1.1 allow to use the bound (4.3), which, when combined with the bounds gcdpk 2 , q 3 q ď k 2 and |W b 1 ,q 3 pkq| ď q 3 shows that the sum in (5.7) both converge absolutely. To prove the analogous statement for the sum in (5.8) we use the bound (4.3) as well as the inequality |Λ b 1 ,2 ̺ p2 t q| ď 1 that is apparent from (5.6). To complete the proof of the lemma we write each q in (5.2) as q " 2 ̺ q 1 q 3 , where q 1 " 9 q and q 3 " : q and inject Lemma 5.7 into (5.2) to obtain L φ pk, tq " Υ 1 pkqΥ 2 ptqΞ, where
It is standard that the sum over b P pZ{q 1 Zq˚forms a multiplicative function of q 1 , see, for example, [1, §7] with R " 1. Thus, using the last equation in [1, pg.259] , we obtain the equality of Ξ with the product over the primes p " 1 pmod 4q in the lemma.
Let us now define the quantities E φ ppq for every prime p " 3 pmod 4q and for p " 2 as follows: if p " 3 pmod 4q then we let
We furthermore define
With this newest notation, we are finally ready to write L φ itself as a product of factors coming from each of the primes.
Lemma 5.9. Keep the assumptions of Theorem 1.1. Then the sums in (5.11) and (5.12) converge absolutely. In addition, the infinite product
onverges absolutely and equals L φ . Proof. Our first task is to show that the sum in (5.11) converges absolutely. For this we allude to Lemma 5.5 and the obvious bound |c p j p´aq| ď p j to obtain
Therefore, by (4.3), for every 0 ă λ ă 2´dpd´1q´1 we have
with an implied constant that is depends at most on λ, f 1 and f 2 . This shows that for all integers M ě 0 and every 0 ă λ ă 2´dpd´1q´1 one has
This completes our first task. The proof of the absolute convergence for the sum in (5.12) can be completed in a similar way by alluding to (4.3) again. To show that the product over the primes p " 1 pmod 4q in our lemma converges absolutely one can simply utilise (5.10).
The product over the primes p " 3 pmod 4q converges absolutely because using (5.13) with M " 1 and (5.11) yields
and using ř κě0 p´2 κ " 1`Opp´2q and λ ă 1 provides us with
To prove the claimed equality of our lemma we combine Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.8 to obtain
(5.14)
By (5.7) we can write the sum over k P N as a double sum over k and q 3 so that when the two-dimensional analogue of [8, Lem.4, pg.20 ] is used, one instantly obtains the infinite product over the primes p " 3 pmod 4q in our lemma. Lastly, the sum over t in (5.14) can be shown to be equal to E φ p2q once (5.8) has been used.
We are still left with interpreting the factors occurring in the last lemma. Before embarking on the next subsections we introduce some more notation and record some preparatory observations.
For primes p and integers 0 ď i, j ď m we define the quantity
The quantity ξ i,j pmq also depends on p, however, we choose to not record this in the notation as it will be clear from the context what the underlying prime is. The following is a restatement of the last equation in [1, pg.259],
Using it, we obtain that for every N P N we have
Observe that injecting the bound (4.3) into (5.16) shows that 18) with an implied constant that is independent of M. 
5.2.
Local density at primes 3 pmod 4q. The following is the main result of this section.
Proposition 5.11. Let p be a prime number with p " 3 pmod 4q. Then under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, the following limit exists,
Furthermore, we have E φ ppq "`1´1{p˘´1ℓ p .
For the rest of §5.2 the letter p will always refer to a prime satisfying p " 3 pmod 4q. To prove Proposition 5.11 we split the sum over κ and m in the definition of E φ ppq according to the three ranges 0 ď m ď 2κ, m " 2κ`1 and m ě 2κ`2. These ranges will be treated in Lemmas 5.12, 5.13 and 5.16 respectively.
Lemma 5.12. Keep the assumptions of Theorem 1.1. Then for every prime p " 3 pmod 4q and M P N the following holds,
Proof. By (5.13) the sum over κ, m in the lemma equals
Owing to Lemma 5.5 and (5.16), the new sum over κ, m can be expressed as
thus finishing the proof.
Recall definition (1.7) and for κ, m P Z ě0 with 2κ ă m define
We then obtain via Lemma 5.5 that, whenever 0 ď 2κ ă m, then Φ κ,m p 2κ "´1´1 p¯´1
Lemma 5.13. Keep the assumptions of Theorem 1.1. Then for every prime p " 3 pmod 4q and M P N the following holds,
Proof. First, note that by (5.13) the sum over κ and m in the lemma equals (5.18) shows that the condition f 1 ptq ‰ 0 can be removed from the numerator of the limit above. This proves the existence of the limit ℓ p and it is clear that the equality E φ ppq " p1´1{pq´1ℓ p follows instantly by Lemma 5.17.
5.3.
Local density at the prime 2. We begin by stating the main result of this section.
Proposition 5.18. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, the following limit exists,
Furthermore, we have E φ p2q " ℓ 2 .
The proof of Proposition 5.18 will follow steps somewhat similar to those in the proof of Proposition 5.11. However, there will be now four cases rather than merely three, the reason being the presence of the term 1 tv 2 pb 1 qě̺´t´2u in the definition of E φ p2q in (5.12). The four cases will be ̺ ď t, ̺ " t`1, ̺ " t`2 and ̺ ě t`3 that will be dealt with respectively in Lemmas 5.19, 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22. There are further minor differences between the proofs of Proposition 5.11 and Proposition 5.18, they are related to the difference between the two formulas ℓ p " p1´1{pqE φ ppq and ℓ 2 " E φ p2q.
Recall the definition of S a,q in (2.2) and that of ξ i,j pmq in (5.15).
Lemma 5.19. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 the following two series converge absolutely,
and in addition, they are equal.
Proof. The absolute convergence of the former sum is a direct consequence of (4.3), while the absolutely convergence of the latter sum is a consequence of (5.18). To verify the claimed equality observe that the first sum in the lemma can clearly be written as In addition, the two expressions are equal.
Proof. The absolute convergence follows from taking M " t, m 2 " t, m 1 " t´1 in Lemma 5.10, as well as (4.3) Furthermore, the two quantities are equal.
Proof. The first and the third series can be proved to converge absolutely in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 5.20. To prove absolute convergence for the remaining series we note that λ t pt`2q ď ξ t,t`2 pt`2q and hence by Lemma 5.10 we have λ t pt`2q ! 2 nt`2n´2t , which is sufficient.
Let us not proceed to the proof of the claimed equality. The sum over b is This is well-defined because for p " 1 pmod 4q the limit coincides with τ f 2 ppq which was introduced in (5.9), and for p ı 1 pmod 4q the limit coincides with ℓ p and ℓ 2 from Propositions 5.11 and 5.18 respectively. The definition of τ p is motivated by the construction of the Tamagawa measure by Loughran in [10, §5.7.2]. It is useful to recall that if one was counting Q-rational points on the hypersurface f 2 " 0 then the corresponding Peyre constant would involve a p-adic density that is the same as the number τ p except for the condition on Q p -solubility, see [14, Cor.3.5] . For s P C with ℜpsq ą 1 let
Lpsq :" a ζpsq, (5.20) denote the p-adic factor of Lpsq by L p psq and write λ p for L p p1q, i.e., λ p :"ˆ1´1 p˙´1
{2
Recall the definition of the real density J in (4.5) and that d denotes the degrees of f 1 and f 2 (which are equal by assumption (1.2)). Proof of Theorem 5.23. To prove (1) observe that due to (4.12), it suffices to show that if φ has a smooth fibre with a Q-point then J ą 0 and L φ ą 0.
For the former part, we recall that it is standard that if B Ă r´1, 1s n is a box with sides parallel to the coordinate axes and the hypersurface f 2 " 0 has a non-singular real point inside B then the corresponding singular integral that is given by ż ΓPR ż tPB epΓf 2 ptqqdtdΓ is strictly positive. This is proved in [1, §6] , for example, but see also [17, §4] . Here, the fact that φ has a smooth fibre with a Q-point implies that there exists b P P n pQq such that By Proposition 5.11 one gets ź p"3pmod 4q pďt ℓ p p1´1 p q " ź p"3pmod 4q pďt E φ ppq.
It is now clear from Lemma 5.9 that the last product converges, therefore the product ś p τ p {λ p is convergent, which proves (2).
For the proof of (3) we note that the arguments at the end of the proof of (2) provided us with the equality
We have E φ p2q " ℓ 2 due to Proposition 5.18, and alluding to Lemma 5.9 we get
A comparison with (4.12) makes the proof of (3) immediately apparent.
Let us remark that the arguments in the present section can be easily rearranged to show that ś pďt τ p diverges and therefore, the numbers λ p can be viewed as 'convergence factors'. We are very grateful to Daniel Loughran for suggesting this choice for λ p , as well as for the L-function in (5.20) .
